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Chairman’s Chat by Sylvia Spencer

H

ello Everyone,
By the time this
newsletter comes out
my stint as chairman
will be over and if there has been
no other volunteers at the AGM I
will have passed the baton (or
should I say rather impressive
chain ) to Fran Haydon of Sheffield
Movie Makers.
My three years now seemed to have gone by very quickly and
looking back on the whole enjoyable. I tell everyone the art of a
good chairman is delegation so my thanks must go to your dedicated council members for their hard work in promoting our great
hobby and organization and making me look good.
Congratulations to Darlington Video Makers who have celebrated
their 50th year long may they flourish.
This year is also the 50th anniversary of Super 8 film. I wonder if
there is anyone out there who still uses it I'm sure someone told
me you could still buy and get it developed in America.
I went on to Super 8 from Std 8 as one of the members of my club
was upgrading his equipment and Std 8 was on its way out. Super
8 was easier to use as the film was in a cartridge and you could
buy it ready striped but it was still a long wait for getting the film
developed.
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Chairman’s Chat...
My worst memory of Super 8 was when I was on a once in a life
time holiday in India and some of the film I took came back with a
judder, the film had got stuck in the cartridge. A lot of lost memories.
The best memory, I invested in the new medium of video and while
out at work got burgled the thieves took the Super 8 camera and left
the video. How clever were they!!
Technically our hobby has come a long way and is constantly
changing if we want we can use all the tricks the professionals have
and many have longed for.
But you still need a good tale to tell and the real art of making a
film (imagination). The NERIAC Autumn festival in Scarborough
is on the 26/27th September please support the event, if you have
not been before give it a try we are a friendly and easy going bunch.
For the final time this is Sylvia Spencer signing off, remember to
keep those cameras rolling.
(Ed. Thanks for all your help Sylvia, you have a been a great Chairperson)

Watch out in the next issue of your Nor’Easter for the new faces,
photos and a full report from the NERIAC Spring Festival at Aberford (unless of course you were there then you’ll already know all
the goss!)
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NOR’EASTER

A WOMAN'S PERSPECTIVE
On retiring from work in 2004 I bought a camcorder following which a knowledgeable friend
persuaded me to join the Coast Video Club. Not
knowing how to use the camera, or indeed editing software, properly I decided to go along and
see how other enthusiasts manage. Walking in
the door that first evening all I could see was a
wall of men's faces......and a lone woman sitting
in the corner. It has always surprised me that
there are not more women interested in this absorbing hobby; especially as there seem to be
Alwyn - ‘A terrific organiser’
plenty of women interested in photography. The
members were all very friendly and seemed pleased that another lady had
joined their club. My initial films were quite awful really but I learned by
watching others and was soon entering competitions at club level. Several
very good film makers offered stiff competition but my technique improved
and I gradually gained ground. After a short time I was asked to become the
Programme Organiser.........and guess what, I still hold that position. In doing
so a lot of contacts have been accumulated in the world of video making, and
I have been able to introduce a fresh perspective within the CVC. In looking
at the Film and Video Institute (IAC) website I noticed that help is available
for clubs wishing to set up their own websites and, following the IAC website
instructions, I was able to set up one for the CVC.This has proved to be a big
help to our members, although it can't be said to have attracted many new
members, because it hasn't, but we live in hope. As Programme Organiser I
have been able to widen the scope of the members' activities with the affiliation of the CVC to the North East Cine Association (NECA) and the IAC.
Members are encouraged to enter these external competitions and exchange
videos and ideas with affiliated clubs throughout the country. Ten years on I
don't see a great deal of difference in the standard of videos made by men and
those made by women. Although, in the subjects chosen; women do tend towards romanticism. Being part of a club is a great way to advance one's video
making, particularly in preparing competition entries and working on joint
projects with other members, but I definitely believe more women should be
enjoying this hobby; we can contribute so much.
Alwyn Scott
Coast Video Club
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>>>>>>>> TIMELINE <<<<<<<<
By Michael and Linda Gough
FADE IN TO ESTABLISHING SHOT
Linda and I were in a car driving 154 miles to the IAC Council
Meeting in Derby. There were road warnings about snow and
ice and the previous night’s news was full of abandoned cars.
The hills on either side were white but luckily the road was
clear. Then to crown it all my phone flashed an e-mail from
the Editor requesting “a regular column in Nor Easter”. We
must be crazy but the challenge seemed interesting. We decided that the format should be able to include snippets of
just about anything of cinematic interest to ourselves and
hopefully to our readers. So let the show begin.
CUT TO LINDA
During the drive I felt the show wouldn’t begin. We were
gearing up for BIAFF competition judging. We had the judges, we had the films but we didn’t have enough projectionists
to get the show on the road. This is my responsibility. The
IAC relies on volunteers for much of its work. This is another
area of unseen work which is necessary to keep the picture
on the screen.
CUT TO MICHAEL
Are you stuck for ideas? I was researching for a video talk
and found this quote by Alan Bennett. “I catch my best ideas
out of the corner of my eye”. Isn’t that a lovely way to put it
and so much better than staring at a blank piece of white paper. We just have to train our minds to pick up those incidental scraps that we see and hear all around us and be inspired.
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>>>>>>>> TIMELINE <<<<<<<
My talk was down in Worcester as one of the two key speakers at CEMRIAC’s Training Seminar. It was a long way to
travel but we thoroughly enjoyed the trip and the overnight
stop with Jill Lampert and her husband Nick. It is always nice
to chat to other enthusiasts. After any presentation it is a
good idea to review how it went. I was a little disappointed
with my own performance. I think I tried to pack too much in,
which wasn’t helped by a 10 minute delayed start. I had to
make some “on my feet” edits but still felt a bit rushed and I
probably gabbled a bit. Anyway they seemed to enjoy it. (I
am going to repeat it to my Club so I am currently cutting out
the unnecessary examples)
CUT TO LINDA
Whew, with days to go Doug Collender and Walter Clark
came to my rescue. They both agreed to help with projection
but could only do a day each which worked fine. They joined
the team of Ivor Rose, Noel Edmonds, Keith McNally, Michael Gough and Billy Ellwood. Rod Leyland and Stephen
Green were part of the judging team. So North East members certainly did us proud.
Can you imagine having to judge over 250 films in a weekend? We had five teams of three judges who judged the first
round and then fed their top films through to the Final judging
panel. The films were then seen a second time and the top
awards were chosen from these. The pace was hectic. There
was a training session on Friday night when everyone came
together to standardise the judging levels. The judges had
already studied the training pack before coming to the weekend. Over the weekend there were 10 judging sessions of
one and a half hours for most of the judges. Some did an extra session and the Final judges continued until they were
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>>>>>>> TIMELINE <<<<<<<<
finished. They finished well into the Sunday evening as they
carefully deliberated which film deserved which award.
It is a challenging weekend. At the end of each session there
was a quick cup of coffee and what had been for a while, a
very quiet hotel suddenly rang with the chatter of judges passing each other and deciding which rooms they were supposed
to be heading for. Much laughter was heard too, frequently at
my expense when I had to crack the whip to make sure everyone was in the right place at the right time. We all seem to
make it though.
The people involved give up such a lot of their time and money for the benefit of the IAC members. They travel from all
parts of the UK. Still they must enjoy it as many are prepared
to come back again when David asks.
Long may that last.

If you have something to say or would even like to appear regularly in your Nor’Easter please drop the editor a note and we'll
sort it !
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NOR’EASTER

CLUBS IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Wednesday 4th February, and Mercury Movie Makers held
the first "Ladies Night" of the year. Mabel Mackman was in
charge, and Mabel showed a collection of some of her favourite films.
Mabel started with a club film, ie a film made by a group of
club members, called "Crag Vale Coiners", a documentary
telling the storey of a group of people "clipping" gold from
coins and then forging their
own counterfeit coins from
the clippings!
Other films shown were in
the category "Out And
About", showing scenes
from The Glen Tramway in
Shipley, fairs at Notford
Nook and Temple Newsham, Christmas at Thursford, Kite Day at Harewood,
Methley Scarecrow Festival, and lastly, club film "A Restaurant With No Food".
Mabel also provided a smashing buffet, and as Mabel had
just celebrated her birthday, we all sang Happy Birthday! On
Wednesday 11th February we have Ian Jackson, a professional movie producer. It is always useful to have a professional movie producer to entertain us, and we should be able
to pick up some valuable tips from him.
Please visit us at the Rawdon Conservative Club on Leeds
Road in Rawdon, we start at 7.30, we always welcome potential new members!
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CLUBS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Darlington Video Makers Celebrate 50 years !

It was celebration time
at Darlington on 12th
March when members
and guests attended the
50th Anniversary of the
Club. John Daws the
chairman welcomed
everyone, and a 46 minute compilation of
Club movies and members movies covering
the 50 years was
screened. John Oliver
the only founding member of the club still attending, received the
IAC 50th
Anniversary certificate on
behalf of the Club from Linda Gough, IAC president,
and Linda and John together cut the 50th Birthday
cake. IAC National Chairman was also in attendance, together with NERIAC regional chairman
Sylvia Spencer. A buffet
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NOR’EASTER

HOW SAFE ARE USB DEVICES?

First reported to the Black Hat Security Conference in Las
Vegas in August of 2014, recent articles in the computer
press, have alerted people to potential threats from USB
devices, via inherent flaws found in USB firmware.
Although we tend to think a USB flash drive is just a wedge
of USB memory, in reality every such device requires its
own microcontroller, in
practice a programmable
microprocessor.
It would appear that some
of the USB memory sticks
have malware already
planted on them when
purchased, particularly
cheap models from the far
east. These will take over
your computer wreak havoc with it, and transmit
keylogging data to a remote computer somewhere in the
world, potentially stealing all your private information. Antivirus software will not detect these threats.
If you unwittingly get one of these infected USB devices,
and start moving data or video around various devices, it
has the potential to destroy any computer, laptop, or dvd
player it is attached to and of course could spread throughout your club and friends.
No specific threats targeting this flaw have so far been uncovered, but you can bet criminal gangs are working all
hours to find out how to cause maximum damage.
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HOW SAFE ARE USB DEVICES?
German company G Data has responded to the threat by
launching USB keyboard Guard, a free tool that blocks malicious
USB devices which pretend to be keyboards. If it suspects an
attack you will see a pop-up message prompting you to choose
whether to grant or deny access. It’s a useful tool to have as part
of your overall defence, especially because it can be used with
your existing antivirus software without conflicts. The download
link is as follows:
https://www.gdatasoftware.com/en-usb-keyboardguard.html
WHILE WERE ON ABOUT SECURITY ….
Recently there has been a spate of reports of companies planting
spyware on hard drives, USBs and even computer manufacturers
such as Lenovo who have had to send a global apology for spying on their customers. The Electronic Frontier Foundation thinks
the United Nations needs to get its finger out and safeguard people's privacy from government snoops. The activist group (EFF)
said an independent expert should be appointed by the UN's Human Rights Council (HRC) to tackle blanket surveillance and the
gathering of people's private and sensitive data by nation states
(cough, cough, America). Currently, says the EFF, the UN does
not have adequate measures in place to ensure people have a
decent amount of privacy from the powers that be – and judging
by Edward Snowden's revelations of NSA spying, there's no such
thing as privacy if Uncle Sam has an interest in you."Privacy is an
independent right, enshrined in a variety of international human
rights treaties," wrote EFF international rights director Katitza Rodriguez. "There is a pressing need to better articulate the content
of this right as part of international human rights law and produce
guides on its interpretation, particularly as modern technologies
are enabling communications surveillance—and consequent interference with this right—on an unprecedented and damaging
scale."….George Orwell was just about right then!
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TEST YOUR FILM KNOWLEDGE...
Give the Character Name, Actor/Actress, Name of the Film and
year made (no Googling!)

1."All those moments will be lost in time… like tears in rain."
2."A boy's best friend is his mother."
3. “Daddy! My Daddy!"
4."xx phone home."
5."Fasten your seat belts, it's going to be a bumpy night!"
6."Frankly, my dear, I don't give a damn!"
7."Get busy living, or get busy dying."
8."Go ahead, make my day."
9."Here's another nice mess you've gotten me into!"
10"Here's looking at you, kid."
11. "He's not the Messiah. He's a very naughty boy!"
12. "I coulda had class. I coulda been a contender. I coulda
been somebody."
13. "I want to be alone."
14. "If you build it, he will come."
15."It was beauty killed the beast."
16."Oh, Jerry, don't let's ask for the moon. We have the stars."
17."Toto, I've a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore."
18."You talkin' to me?"
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A PERIOD OF REFLECTION
As Editor of the Nor’Easter I am frequently asked about the
obituaries that appear in print and how saddened people
are when they read them. I asked a dear friend if they could
help with some suitable words on how we can move forward
in these difficult times.

As we reflect on the lives of our friends, we do so in a
state of celebration and not mourning; looking not at
the gap they leave in our lives but rather at the immense wealth of knowledge, experience, friendship and
love they brought to us. There is a time to mourn but
now is a time to celebrate and remember with fond
memories all they contributed. In doing so their lives
continue to impact our lives in a positive and productive way; and so they live on in the legacy they leave
within our clubs.
Meshiel
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NOR’EASTER

OBITURARIES
Mercury Movie Makers reported the passing of Reg
White recently. He was a life member since joining
the club around 1962. His professional experience
within the banking industry placed Reg in an ideal
position to be Treasurer at Mercury, a role he held for
many years. Reg was instrumental in collating all the
legal and financial elements of the clubs successful
grant applications, without his valuable insight obtaining these grants would have been the more difficult to
secure.
Reg with fellow club members, Ken Leckenby, Alan Sidi, and Meyer Gorwitz set
up a group within Mercury, of 16mm users, equipment at the time which was top
end and 'state of the art'. This 'Group 16' as they were called, made many films
together, even pooling their resources to obtain the film stock. Reg was a talented
musician, playing guitar, and was a member of a Leeds dance band. Reg would
give film shows to community groups and clubs, and would have to transport his
large Bell & Howell projector around to these events. Reg was a very popular
member of our club and will be sadly missed. Our condolences go to his family at
this sad time.

Sadly Ernest Jennings of Halifax Cine and Video
Club passed away at the end of December. He had
been a key member of the Club for over fifty years.
His passion for cine also led him to be one of the
founding members of the Charlie Chaplin Society.
The film director Richard Attenborough invited him to
the film premiere of his film, Chaplin in 1992.
He built his own 12 seat cinema in his garage. It took
three years and has authentic tip-up seats, rescued
from a cinema in Mirfield. Ernest regularly hosted
film screenings, complete with supper, popcorn, and
ice cream, which raised money for charity. His enthusiasm was recognised by
the Yorkshire Film Archive who invited him to be a guest curator, to celebrate
the 75th.Anniversary of Halifax Cine Club. His choice and description of films
can be found on the Yorkshire Film Archive website.
His career was in textiles, and he was President and honorary life member of
Halifax Textile Society. In an interview in the Yorkshire Post (11th.April 2011)
he said he would like to be remembered as “someone who was genuine and
always cheerful.” That is certainly how he will be remembered by all those
who knew him..
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OBITURARIES
Jim Mundy sadly died aged 85 in October 2014 Doug Collender will remember him as a good
friend and a good film maker.
Jim always seemed to have a film to enter in the
many ACA competitions that occurred throughout
the season, and his name appears frequently on
the numerous ACA trophy's which is testimony to
the quality of his work. His greatest 'claim to
fame' would be his camerawork on the ACA's
international award winner - PC GRUBB'S LAST
CASE which was one of the Amateur Cine World
'TEN BEST' in 1952. He also excelled in the 'fly
on the wall' style of film making where he would head off into a situation
with his camera perched on his shoulder asking all sorts of searching
questions!. I well remember THE APPLEBY HORSE FAIR, a superb film
made with great skill among some rather shady' characters, better him
than me!. He will be greatly missed but the images he captured over the
years will live on, a great memorial to a great guy.
JOHN ANDREW (1929 - 2014) A few well cho-

sen words from his good friend Doug Collender.
"I have known John Andrew, it seems to me,
forever! He joined Newcastle ACA in 1994/95
and was very quickly 'absorbed' into the many
club productions that seemed to abound in those
days!. His contributions took many forms - firstly he was an actor of very capable talent, he
could also invent and write story lines that were
within the rather limited club facilities. He could
turn his hand to most practical requirements,
you only had to express a need for a gadget or 'prop' and he would disappear into his garage, emerging some days later with the very thing!. Latterly John and I ran the 'North vs South National Competition' for eight
years, and I like to think we did it with style! John was a good friend, a
very good friend, I will miss him and his contribution to club life. He was
a great supporter of Newcastle ACA and was always there when needed." Rest in Peace John.
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Answers to the Quiz
1.Roy Batty/Rutger Hauer in Blade Runner (1982)
2.Norman Bates/Anthony Perkins in Psycho (1960)
3.Bobbie Waterbury/Jenny Agutter in The Railway Children (1970)
4.Gertie/Drew Barrymore in ET the Extra-terrestrial (1982)
5.Margo Channing/Bette Davis in All about Eve (1950)
6.Rhett Butler/Clark Gable in Gone with the Wind (1939)
7.Andy Dufresne/Tim Robbins in The Shawshank Redemption (1994)
8.Harry Callaghan/Clint Eastwood in Sudden Impact (1983)
9.Ollie/Oliver Hardy in Sons of the Desert (1933)
10.Rick Blaine/Humphrey Bogart in Casablanca (1942)
11.The mother of Brian, Terry Jones in Monty Python's Life of Brian (1979)
12.Terry Molloy/Marlon Brando in On the Waterfront (1954)
13.Grusinskaya/Greta Garbo in Grand Hotel (1932)
14.Shoeless Joe Jackson/Ray Liotta in Field of Dreams (1989)
15.Carl Denham/Robert Armstrong in King Kong (1933)
16.Charlotte Vale/Bette Davis in Now, Voyager (1942)
17.Dorothy/Judy Garland in The Wizard of Oz (1939)

18.Travis Bickle/Robert de Niro in Taxi Driver (1976)

Help keep your Nor’easter up to date with the hottest news !

01912093342

Stephen_Green@blueyonder.co.uk

Mobi 07450559541

Thank You!
The views expressed in the Nor’Easter are not necessarily representative of the views of any member club of NERIAC or the IAC.
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